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Our Q3 Portfolio Commentary is now available! 
  
 
Dividend Income Strategy:  The Dividend Income strategy invests in the common 
stock of large capitalization U.S. companies or ADR of a non-U.S. company and sells call 
options on these positions to generate a targeted 6% annualized distribution yield (~3% 
from dividends and ~3% from option premiums). The strategy employs a proprietary 
multi-factor model to assist in selecting profitable companies with attractive yields and 
reasonable valuations. The dividend and call premium cash flows provide current income 
and can serve as a buffer against adverse market movements by offsetting some of the 
impact of stock price declines. 

 Dividend Income Quarterly Strategy Review & Commentary  
  
 
Growth & Income Strategy:  The Growth & Income strategy invests in the common 
stock of large capitalization U.S. companies or ADR of a non-U.S. company and sells call 
options on these positions to generate additional income. The security selection process 
focuses on identifying quality companies that exhibit consistent profitability and are 
attractively valued given their price appreciation potential and growth prospects. The 
covered call discipline seeks to optimize the tradeoff between option premium income 
and upside price participation. 

 Growth & Income Quarterly Strategy Review & Commentary 
  

 
S&P 500 Optimal Sector Weight:  The S&P 500 Optimal Sector Weight strategy is an 
ETF sector rotation strategy which seeks risk-adjusted outperformance versus the CBOE 
S&P 500 Buy-Write while also generating additional income from the collection of 
dividends and a tactical covered-call option overlay. A dynamic-weighting process is 
evaluated and applied quarterly, restricting sector under/overweighting to the 
minimum/maximum weights of the S&P 500 during the preceding ten-year period. The 
S&P 500 Optimal Sector Weight Portfolio remains invested in 11 GICS sector ETFs at all 
times. 

 Optimal Weight Quarterly Strategy Review & Commentary 
  

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Large Cap Low Volatility Strategy: The Large Cap Low Volatility strategy seeks to 
achieve market returns at a lower level of risk by investing in S&P 500 stocks with 
relatively-low exposure to market volatility. This “Low Vol” strategy tends to experience 
less participation during strong bull market runs but often benefits from lower 
drawdowns during market declines. Unlike many similar competing strategies, the 
Gyroscope Capital Large Cap Low Volatility strategy strives to be sector neutral – focusing 
on the efficient exploitation of a widely-recognized market anomaly rather than making 
sector bets. 

 Low Volatility Quarterly Strategy Review & Commentary 
  

 
SMID Cap Low Volatility Strategy: The SMID Cap Low Volatility strategy seeks to 
achieve market returns at a lower level of risk by investing in constituents of the S&P 1000 
with a market capitalization greater than $1 billion and relatively-low exposure to market 
volatility. The strategy’s liquidity is enhanced by limiting investments to stocks with a 
trailing-three-month average daily volume of at least $5 million. 

 Low Volatility SMID Quarterly Strategy Review & Commentary 
  

  
Please visit our website at www.gyroscopecapital.com to learn more about our risk-
managed portfolios and access strategy performance as of 9/30/18. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


